Next-level power. Now HyperFast.
Pro-grade Camera

Power of S Pen

High-powered pro lenses in your pocket mean beautiful portraits,
stunning landscapes and crisp super-closeups in any light. Plus
S Pen allows you to switch lenses and capture remotely.

Super Fast Charge

S Pen is the closest thing to a magic wand for your smartphone.
Take perfect pictures with a remote one-touch lens-switch and
shutter button, control remotely with air gestures, seamlessly export
handwriting to text in Microsoft Word, twirl to scrub or trim video, take
notes without unlocking your phone, and crush a new personal best in
games with a stylus that gives you more power than ever before.

Fell asleep watching a season finale on your phone? Running out the
door last minute? You're covered with Super Fast Charge for hours of
juice from minutes of charge time.1

Intelligent Battery

Cinematic Infinity Display

Galaxy Note10+'s intelligent algorithm tailors battery power based on
how you live and work, so you can think less about saving battery life
and more about actual life.

Galaxy Note10+’s immersive Infinity Display has nearly invisible
bezels that create a seamless experience between thought and
action, viewing and creating.

HyperFast 5G
Search at the speed of thought, and share and download everything
HyperFast without WiFi on 5G.2
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Rear Camera

Pro-grade Camera
12MP Super Speed Dual Pixel
16MP Ultra Wide
12MP 2x Zoom
Rear Depth Sensing Camera

Processor
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Super Fast Charge1
Fast Wireless Charge 2.0
Wireless PowerShare7

1
When using the included charger and cable. 2Requires 5G network connection, available in select markets; check with carrier for availability and details. Download speeds may vary based on content provider, server connection and other factors. 3Portion of memory occupied
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accessories with WPC Qi wireless charging. Check samsung.com for compatibility. May not work with certain accessories, covers, or other brand devices. May affect call reception or data services, depending on your network environment. Speed and power efficiency of charge varies
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